In the Standard Model (SM), the coupling of the electroweak gauge bosons to the leptons is lepton flavour universal. Tests of this property constitute sensitive probes for new physics models that violate lepton flavour universality. Recent tests of lepton universality in rare b → s decays and semileptonic b → cτντ transitions have shown some tensions with the precise SM predictions. These proceedings summarise the latest results on lepton flavour universality from the LHCb experiment.
Introduction
Lepton flavour universality, i. e. the equal coupling of the electroweak gauge bosons to the charged leptons, is a central property of the Standard Model (SM). Lepton flavour universality is well established, for example in τ and K decays 1,2 , and deviations from the precise predictions would constitute unambiguous signs of New Physics (NP) beyond the SM.
Measurements of rare b → s decays are particularly sensitive probes for NP effects as they are loop-suppressed in the SM and effects beyond the SM could thus be comparably large. Furthermore, tree-level b-hadron decays involving τ leptons are currently under intense study, as many NP models predict enhanced couplings to the heavy third generation. In both cases it is useful to study ratios of branching fractions to final states containing different leptons, as hadronic uncertainties largely cancel.
The LHCb experiment is ideally suited for lepton universality tests in b-hadron decays due to its large acceptance, high trigger efficiencies and excellent tracking and particle identification capabilities. These proceedings give an overview of recent lepton universality tests at LHCb using the LHC run 1 data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb −1 .
Lepton flavour universality tests in rare decays

R K *
The branching fraction ratio R K * = B(B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − )/B(B 0 → K * 0 e + e − ) is a sensitive test of lepton universality. In the q 2 range 1.1 < q 2 < 6 GeV 2 , where q 2 is defined as the squared invariant mass of the dilepton system q 2 = m 2 ( ), R K * is precisely predicted to be unity in the SM. Hadronic uncertainties largely cancel in the ratio and QED effects are not expected to exceed O(%) 3 .
The LHCb measurement uses the double ratio with the tree-level decay B 0 → K * 0 J/ψ(→ + − ) to determine R K * according to This is experimentally advantageous, as many systematic uncertainties cancel in the double ratio. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed K * 0 + − mass vs. q 2 for the decays B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − and B 0 → K * 0 e + e − . Experimentally, the electron mode B 0 → K * 0 e + e − is more challenging to reconstruct due to higher trigger thresholds and more pronounced emission of Bremsstrahlung which deteriorates the mass resolution. The tree-level decay B 0 → K * 0 J/ψ(→ + − ) is used to control and correct simulation and to model the B 0 → K * 0 + − signal mass shape. Furthermore, it allows the determination of the single ratio r J/ψ = B(B 0 → K * 0 J/ψ(→ µ + µ − ))/B(B 0 → K * 0 J/ψ(→ e + e − )). This ratio is found to be compatible with unity and flat in control variables. As systematic differences between electron and muon reconstruction do not cancel in this ratio, r J/ψ represents a very stringent crosscheck.
LHCb measures R K * in two distinct regions of q 2 and finds
−0.07 ± 0.05, in tension with the SM predictions at 2.1-2.3 and 2.4-2.5 σ, respectively 4 . The result is shown in Fig. 2 , overlaid with SM predictions 3,5,6,7,8 .
R K
The observable
is closely related to R K * . As for R K * , hadronic uncertainties cancel in the ratio and it is thus a very clean test of lepton universality. LHCb finds R K = 0.745
−0.075 ± 0.036 in the q 2 range 1 < q 2 < 6 GeV 2 , in tension with the SM prediction of unity at 2.6 σ 9 . Figure 2 shows this result, together with previous results from the Belle and BaBar collaborations 10,11 . 
Interpretation
The LHCb measurements of R K and R K * are part of the so-called flavour anomalies in rare decays. The results can be interpreted in an effective field theory framework where they can be used to determine generalised effective couplings, the Wilson coefficients. Figure 3 shows results for a combination of the lepton flavour universality tests R K ( * ) 4,9 and a lepton universality test in B 0 → K * 0 + − angular observables by the Belle collaboration 12 . The blue contours give the resulting confidence regions for the effective vector coupling C 9 and the effective axial-vector coupling C 10 . The combination is in tension with the SM prediction at a level of around 4 σ 13 .
Adding additional b → sµµ observables to the combination, including branching fraction measurements 14, 15, 16 and angular observables 17 , results in the red contours. The significance of the tension with the SM further increases to above 5 σ, it should however be noted that the theory uncertainties of some of the additional observables are currently under discussion.
3 Lepton flavour universality tests in tree-level decays
In the SM it can be precisely predicted to R D * = 0.252 ± 0.003 20 , it is lower than unity due to the considerable lepton mass difference. LHCb has measured R D * in the leptonic τ decay mode τ − → µ −ν µ ν τ 21 . Due to the neutrinos in the final state, the B momentum can not be reconstructed analytically. Instead, vertexing information is used to deduce the B flight direction which then allows to approximate the B momentum with a resolution of around 18%. The three quantities m 2 miss , E * µ and q 2 are used in a three-dimensional template fit to separate the relative contributions of signal modeB 0 → D * + τ −ν τ and normalisation modeB 0 → D * + µ −ν µ . Here, m 2 miss denotes the missing mass squared, E * µ the muon energy in the B rest frame and q 2 the four-momentum transfer squared. Background and signal shapes are extracted from control samples and simulations are validated against data. Figure 4 shows m 2 miss and E * µ for the highest q 2 bin. The resulting value is R D * = 0.336 ± 0.027 ± 0.030 which is compatible with the SM prediction at 2.1 σ.
R D * with hadronic τ reconstruction
A more recent determination of R D * at LHCb uses the hadronic τ − → π + π − π − (π 0 )ν τ decay mode 22 . In this case, the well known decay B 0 → D * − 3π is used as normalisation mode which has the same final state as the signal. Experimentally, this is advantageous as many Candidates / (75 MeV) systematic uncertainties cancel. Backgrounds from hadronic B → D * 3πX decays are suppressed by exploiting the significant τ lifetime, and multivariate techniques are used to suppressed doubly-charmed B → D * − D (s) X background. A three-dimensional template fit in q 2 , the τ lifetime and the output of a multivariate classifier is performed. The templates are derived from simulation and validated on control samples. Figure 5 shows the τ lifetime and q 2 in the bin of the multivariate classifier with the highest signal purity. As external inputs the branching fractions of the normalisation mode B(B 0 → D * − 3π) = (7.21 ± 0.28) × 10 −3 as well as B(B 0 → D * − µ + ν µ ) = (4.88 ± 0.10) × 10 −2 are used 23, 24, 25, 26 . The resulting value is R D * = 0.291 ± 0.019 ± 0.026 ± 0.013, where the last uncertainty is due to the external inputs. The result is 1 σ above the SM prediction.
R J/ψ
Due to the different hadron species produced at the LHC, LHCb is also able to perform lepton universality tests with B + c mesons. LHCb has performed a measurement of the ratio
, where the τ + is reconstructed in the leptonic decay τ + → µ + ν µντ 27 . The predictions for this observable are less precise than for R D and R D * due to the larger form-factor uncertainties 28, 29, 30, 31 , with central values in the range R J/ψ ∈ [0.25, 0.28]. A three-dimensional template fit is performed to the quantities m 2 miss , τ (B + c ) and Z = (E * µ , q 2 ). The resulting value of R J/ψ = 0.71 ± 0.17 ± 0.18 is around 2 σ above the SM prediction. This analysis also constitutes the first evidence for the decay B + c → J/ψτ + ν τ at 3 σ.
Combination
The measurements of R D * by LHCb Figure 3 shows the resulting confidence regions, derived by the Heavy Flavour Averaging Group 26 . The R D and R D * combination, given by the red contours, is in tension with the SM prediction given by the blue contours at 4.1 σ. It should be noted that the tension is somewhat reduced using recent theory input 37 .
Conclusions and outlook
Recent results on lepton universality in B decays show intriguing tensions with the precise SM predictions. In rare b → s decays a combined tension of around 4 σ is found for the ratios R K and R K * measured by the LHCb collaboration. Consistent explanations of the anomalies in the rare decays are possible, examples are new heavy gauge bosons 38, 39, 40, 41 and leptoquarks 42, 43, 44, 45 . In semileptonic b → cτν τ transitions, multiple experiments find tensions with the SM. A combination of the results from the LHCb, BaBar and Belle collaborations yields a significance of 4.1 σ. Combined explanations of the flavour anomalies in rare and tree-level decays are challenging but possible 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 . Since the SM predictions for the presented lepton flavour universality tests are generally very precise, the currently limiting factor are the experimental uncertainties. Future analyses of the LHCb experiment exploiting the data samples collected during the LHC Run 2 and the LHCb upgrade will reduce the experimental uncertainties for the lepton universality tests in both rare loop-level as well as tree-level decays. Furthermore, LHCb will test lepton universality in additional decay modes (e.g. measurements of R φ , R Kππ and R Λ ( * ) in the rare decays and of R D 0 , R D + , R Ds and R Λ ( * ) c in tree-level decays), and important related searches for lepton flavour violating decays will be performed. Independent clarification of the anomalies is also expected from future lepton universality measurements by the Belle II experiment.
